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Magneti -group analysis of the symmetries typi al of quasi rystals shows that ferromagnetism is in ompatible
with the i osahedral symmetry. Depending on the magneti eld dire tion, the i osahedral symmetry in the
magneti eld is redu ed to pentagonal, trigonal or rhombi symmetries.
PACS: 61.44.Br, 75.50.Gg, 61.50.Ah

Quasi rystals are urrently attra ting great interest for the variety of their unusual physi al properties.
Among these, the magneti properties, and espe ially
ferromagnetism are the least studied. The rst experimental information on ferromagnetism in quasi rystals
was onne ted with the presen e of ferromagneti nonquasi rystalline in lusions of a se ond phase [1, 2℄, and
later ferromagneti -like behavior was observed in pure
i osahedral phases i-AlPdMnB and i-AlPdFeB [3, 4℄.
Mössbauer spe tros opy and nu lear magneti resonan e (NMR) experiments have shown that the magneti state in these systems was ferromagneti , but the
samples onsisted of large magneti lusters with extensions of about 20 nm [2, 4℄. Theoreti ally, the ferromagneti ordering in quasi rystals has never been onsidered, and the most important problem is the ompatibility of ferromagnetism with quasi rystalline symmetries. To the best of our knowledge, it has never
been onsidered before, although the olor groups for
quasi rystalline solids have been studied [5, 6℄. In the
present work, a theoreti al analysis of the magneti
groups for quasi rystals is performed to solve this problem.
The existen e of a magneti stru ture in solids is
formally onne ted with the time inversion operation.
* E-mail: yuri vekilovyahoo. om

The time inversion symmetry operation R hanges the
dire tion of the urrent density in a solid but does not
a t on spatial oordinates. The element R ommutes
with the rotations Cn , the rotations S2n , and the ree tions  , and at the same time, R2 = E (the identity transformation). Magneti rystalline lasses for
periodi solids are des ribed in Ref. [7℄. Stru turally,
magneti lasses an be divided into three types. The
magneti lass of type I has the ordinary point group
symmetry. The dire t produ t of point groups with the
group fE; Rg forms the magneti lass of type II. The
magneti lass of type III ontains the operation R in
ombination with some rotations or ree tions. These
magneti lasses have the stru ture G(H)=H + Rg H,
where H is an invariant subgroup of index 2, g 2 , but
g 2= , and is the time inversion operator. In periodi solids, 58 magneti lasses of type III exist. In this
paper, we obtain the magneti lasses for quasiperiodi
stru tures following the method des ribed in Ref. [7℄
We rst obtain the magneti lasses for symmetries with a preferable main axis (we have the 5-fold,
8-fold, 10-fold, and 12-fold axes in mind). Classes with
su h a symmetry are related to pentagonal, o tagonal,
de agonal, and dode agonal systems, orrespondingly.
The magneti lasses of type I represent an ordinary
point group. Ferromagnetism is possible in the following lasses of type I: C5 , C5h , C8 , C8h , S8 , C10 , C10h ,
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Magneti

Symmetry

Point groups

Pentagonal

C5 ,C5v , D5 , S10 , D5d

O tagonal

De agonal

Dode agonal

I osahedral

S10 , C12 , C12h ,

C8 , S8 , C8v , D8 , C8h ,
D4d , D8h

C10 , C5h , C10v , D10 ,
C10h , D5h , D10h

C12 , S12 , C12v , D12 ,
C12h , D6d , D12h
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lasses for quasi rystalline symmetries

Magneti

lasses of type III

C5v (C5 ), D5 (C5 ),
(C5 ), D5d (C5v , D5 , S10 )
C8 (C4 ), S8 (C4 ), C8v (C8 , C4v ),
D8 (C8 , D4 ), C8h (C8 , C4h , S8 ),
D4d (D4 , C4v , S8 ),
D8h (C8h , C8v , D8 , D4h , D4d )
C10 (C5 ), C5h (C5 ), C10v (C10 , C5v ) ,
D10 (C10 , D5 ),
C10h (C10 , C5h , S10 ),
D5h (D5 , C5v , C5h ),
D10h (C10h , C10v , D10 , D5h , D5d )
C12 (C6 ), S12 (C6 ), C12v (C12 , C6v ),
D12 (C12 , D6 ), C12h (C12 , C6h , S12 ),
D6d (D6 , C6v , S12 ),
D12h (C12h , C12v , D12 , D6h , D6d )

Ferromagneti
C5v

S10

Y, Yh

and S12 , with the magneti moment
ve tor dire ted along the main axis. Of ourse, ferromagnetism is impossible in all type-II magneti lasses
(due to the presen e of the time inversion R).
As pointed out above, all possible index-2 subgroups should be determined in order to nd the magneti lasses of type III. The simplest way is to use
the tables of hara ters of irredu ible representations.
Classes with hara ters equal to one in one-dimensional
representations form invariant subgroups of index 2.
All possible groups are given in the Table for the systems under onsideration. Ea h magneti lass is dened by a point group and its index-2 subgroup (in
parentheses), whi h is given in the Table. We note that
only the lass C 5 does not have index-2 subgroups, and
onsistently magneti lasses of type III. For the existen e of the ferromagneti state in magneti lasses of
type III, it is ne essary that these lasses do not ontain the elements RI or Rh (I is the spatial inversion
and h is the ree tion in the plane perpendi ular to
the main axis). All lasses of type III that allow a ferromagneti state are given in the last olumn in the
Table. The magneti moment ve tor in these lasses is
dire ted along the main axis.
In the ase of the i osahedral symmetry, there is
only one lass Yh (Y) of type III. In this lass, it is

lasses

(C5 ), D5 (C5 ),
D5d (S10 )

(C8 ), D8 (C8 ),
D4d (S8 ), D8h (C8h )
C8v

(C10 ), D10 (C10 ),
D5h (C5h ), D10h (C10h )
C10v

(C12 ), D12 (C12 ),
D6d (S12 ), D12h (C12h )
C12v

Yh (Y)

impossible (due to the presen e of the operation RI )
to nd a dire tion for whi h the magneti moment ve tor is invariant under all symmetry operations. But
due to dierent onditions (magnetostri tion, external
eld, et .), the i osahedral symmetry (the groups Y
and Yh ) an be redu ed to the pentagonal groups D5
and D5d if the a tion is along one of the 5-fold axes
or to the trigonal (D3 and D3d ) and rhombi (D2 and
D2h ) groups if the a tion is along one of the 3-fold or
2-fold axes. In this sense, the possibility of ferromagnetism in i osahedral quasi rystals is analogous to the
ferromagnetism in rystals with the ubi symmetry.
It is known that the latti e of the ferromagneti phase
of iron is not ubi (body- entered ubi ) but tetragonal with the tetragonal distortion of the order 10 5
[7, 8℄, whi h is too small to be observed experimentally. A distortion of the i osahedral quasi rystal (with
the group Yh ) due to magnetostri tion along one of the
5-order axes should redu e the symmetry to the lass
D5d , whi h forms the ferromagneti
lass D5d (S10 ).
In quasi rystals, magnetostri tion an generate
phasons, and as a result a sample be omes magneti ally
inhomogeneous. A tually, the experiments mentioned
above have been explained in terms of large magneti
lusters with the size about 20 nm [2, 3℄. Therefore,
the magneti state of these obje ts may be hara 1280
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terized as the mi tomagneti  (mixed) one. For the
mi tomagneti state, the sus eptibility is analogous to
an antiferromagneti or spin glass state, but spontaneous magnetization after ooling in the eld is typi al of ferromagnets [8, 9℄. In this sense, the ferromagneti  quasi rystals have many features in ommon with on entrated alloys CuMn and AuFe, where
magneti behavior an be des ribed by the presen e
of large supermagneti lusters with identi al moments
and anisotropy elds, but with random dire tions of
the light magnetization axis. Upon in reasing the onentration, reation of magneti lusters be omes more
probable and the long-range magneti order an propagate over the entire sample [8, 9℄.
In on lusion, based on a magneti -group analysis,
we have predi ted that ferromagnetism is in ompatible
with the i osahedral symmetry of quasi rystals. In a
magneti eld, the i osahedral symmetry is redu ed
to the pentagonal or trigonal or rhombi symmetry
depending on the eld dire tion. Magnetostri tion
an indu e phason distortions in quasi rystals, and as
a result the system be omes magneti ally inhomogeneous. Su h a physi al pi ture an explain the existing
experimental data on ferromagneti  quasi rystals.
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